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This guidebook gives an overview of the California workers’ compensation system. It is meant to help
employees with job related injuries to understand their basic legal rights, the steps to take to request workers’
compensation benefits, and where to seek further information and help if necessary.
Because this guidebook cannot cover all possible situations faced by injured workers, additional resources
are listed.
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Chapter 1
The Basics of Workers’ Compensation:
Workers' Compensation
The workers' compensation system was established to provide benefits to employees who sustain a workrelated injury or illness. Benefits include medical treatment costs, temporary disability payments for lost
wages, permanent disability payments for a decreased ability to compete in the open labor market, and death
benefits to an employee’s dependent(s). Under workers’ compensation law, an employee receives benefits if
he or she is injured no matter who is at fault.
Work-Related Injury
Throughout this booklet, the term "work-related injury" will be used to describe any injury or illness that
occurs during the course of employment and results from work or working conditions.
Example of an injury: An employee sprains his or her back while lifting a heavy box at work.
Example of an illness: An employee gets a skin rash as a result of exposure to chemicals or solvents
used at the work site.
Workers’ Compensation/Disability Management Coordinator (WC/DMC)
Each campus has an individual designated as the Workers’ Compensation/Disability Management
Coordinator. This person is responsible for managing the workers’ compensation cases for the campus. This
person is responsible for advising supervisors and employees on the workers’ compensation process and the
benefits to which an injured employee may be entitled. The WC/DMC can assist you in dealing with
questions regarding an employee’s claim for workers’ compensation.
The Workers’ Compensation/Disability Management Coordinator is responsible for assisting injured
employees in returning to work as soon as medically feasible. The WC/DMC will rely on the Department to
provide him or her with updated medical slips, information on the availability of transitional duty (e.g., light
duty), or the ability to temporarily modify the employee’s usual and customary job.
Who is Sedgwick CMS?
Sedgwick CMS administers workers compensation claims on behalf of the CSU. Octagon makes all liability
determinations and ensures an injured worker receives the benefits to which he or she is entitled. They are
also referred to as the Third Party Administrator (TPA).

When am I covered?
Coverage begins the first minute you are on the job and continues anytime while you are working.
What are the benefits?
The program will pay for all medical and hospital bills approved by the third party administrator (Sedgwick
CMSs) associated with your work-related injury or illness.
If you are disabled and cannot work, you may be eligible for either Industrial Disability Leave (IDL) or
Temporary Disability (TD). A three day waiting period will apply in most cases for either benefit.
In more serious injury or illness cases, employees may be entitled to permanent disability benefits. Further,
vocational rehabilitation benefits may be provided when employees are unable to return to their job on a
permanent basis. Finally, benefits are paid to qualifying dependents in work-related death cases.
Can I choose the doctor who will treat me?
Only if you inform the Human Resources Management Office in writing before you are injured with the
name and address of your personal physician. By doing so you have “pre-designated” your personal
physician.
If you pre-designate, you will be allowed to see your personal physician right after you are injured.
If you don’t pre-designate: CSULA has the right to choose the doctor who treats you for the first 30 days
after we learn about your injury or illness.
How do I pre-designate?
Notify Human Resources Management in writing by completing the Physician Pre-designation form (See
Chapter 7).
This doctor must be your primary care physician and must agree to be pre-designated. It would also be
useful to list the doctor’s medical group in case your personal physician is unavailable.
How can I avoid getting hurt on the job?
It’s best to prevent injuries before they happen. Following established safety guidelines and being attentive
while on the job are the best methods to avoid getting injured in the first place. CSU Los Angeles has an
Injury and Illness Prevention Program. The program includes worker training, workplace inspections, and
procedures for correcting unsafe conditions promptly. Report any unsafe conditions to your manager,
supervisor or lead promptly.

Chapter 2

After You Get Hurt on the Job?
Immediately report the injury/illness to your supervisor. If your injury or illness developed gradually (like
tendonitis or hearing loss), report it as soon as you learn or believe it was caused by your job.
Reporting an injury or illness promptly helps prevent problems and delays in receiving benefits, including
medical care you may need.
Within one working day of knowing there’s been an injury or illness, you are required to complete the
Employee’s Report of Injury/Illness form and submit to your supervisor.
Where do I get treatment if needed?
For injuries requiring immediate emergency assistance, dial 911. The Student Health Center is available for
first aid treatment if needed. When the Health Center is closed, employees should be referred to Concentra
Medical Group Commerce facility.
If the Student Health Center determines that further care is needed, they will refer you to the El Monte
Concentra Medical Group.
Fill out a claim form and return it to the Workers’ Compensation Coordinator in Human Resources
Management. Your Workers’ Compensation/Disability Management Coordinator must give or mail you a
claim form within one working day after learning about your injury or illness that is beyond first aid. First
Aid is defined as any one-time treatment and any follow-up visit for the purpose of observation.
Read all of the information that comes with the claim form. Fill out and sign the “employee” portion of the
form. Describe your injury completely. Include every part of your body affected by the injury. Return the
form to the Workers’ Compensation Coordinator. This is called “filing” the claim form.
Medical Appointments:
The CSU policy states that once an employee is released by the physician to full-time employment and
subsequently loses work time for doctor’s appointment, physical therapy etc., such absences shall be charged
to the employee’s leave credits consistent with CSU policy on reporting of absences for non-exempt and
exempt employees.
What if I need Transportation to the Medical Facility?
The supervisor may use or make arrangements to use a personal car, contact Commuter Services to arrange
the use of a rideshare vehicle, or you contact your in case of an emergency designee.
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What happens after I file the claim form?
Your Workers’ Compensation/Disability Management Coordinator will fill out and sign the “employer”
portion of the form and give the completed form to the claims administrator (Sedgwick CMSs). This person
handles workers’ compensation claims for CSULA.
The claims administrator has to decide within 90 days whether to accept or deny your claim.
“Accepting” the claim means the claims administrator agrees your injury is covered by workers’
compensation. If your claim is accepted, you will receive paid medical care for your injury. You may also be
eligible for payments to help make up for lost wages.
“Denying” the claim means the claims administrator believes your injury is not covered by workers’
compensation. If the claims administrator sends you a letter denying your claim, you have a right to
challenge the decision.
The claims administrator hasn’t accepted or denied my claim yet, but I need medical care for my injury now.
What can I do?
Sedgwick CMSs is required to authorize medical treatment while your claim is being investigated. This is
limited to $10,000 or less.
Who decides what type of work I can do while recovering?
Your treating doctor is responsible for explaining in a medical report what kind of work you can and can’t
do through recovery.
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Working for CSULA after an Injury?
After a job injury, returning to work safely and promptly can help in your recovery. It can also help you
avoid financial losses from being off work. This chapter describes how you can continue working for your
employer.
When can I return to work, and what work can I do?
After you are hurt on the job, many people work with you to decide when you will return to work and what
work you will do. These people include:

o Your treating doctor
o Your supervisor or others in management
o The claims administrator

Sometimes doctors and claims administrators do not fully understand your job or other jobs that could be
assigned to you. Therefore, it is important that everyone stay in close touch throughout the process. You
should actively communicate with your treating doctor, your supervisor, and the claims administrator about:
o The work you did before you were injured;
o Your medical condition and the kinds of work you can do now; and
o The kinds of work that CSULA could make available to you.

What happens while I am recovering?
Soon after your injury, the treating doctor examines you and sends a report to the claims administrator about
your medical condition. If the treating doctor says you are able to work, he or she should describe:
Clear and specific limits, if any, on your job tasks while recovering. These are called “work restrictions.”
They should be based on full and accurate information from you and your supervisor about the activities and
demands of your job. They are intended to protect you from further injury.
Example: No lifting over 50 pounds at any time. No lifting over 30 pounds more than 10 times per
hour. No lifting over 30 pounds more than 15 minutes per hour.
Changes needed, if any, in your assignments, equipment, or other working conditions while recovering.
Example: Provide headset to avoid awkward positions of the head and neck.
Can I return to work with restrictions?
If your treating doctor reports that you can return to work with work restrictions, any work that your
supervisor assigns must meet these restrictions. Your supervisor may, for example, change certain tasks,
reduce your time on certain tasks, or provide helpful equipment. Or, your supervisor may say that work like
this is not available.
What if I can return to work without restrictions?
If your treating doctor reports that you can return to your job without restrictions, your supervisor must give
you the same job and pay that you had before you were injured.

What happens if I don’t fully recover?
Your treating doctor may determine that you will never be able to return to the same job or working
conditions that you had before you were injured.
The doctor should report this in writing. The report should include permanent work restrictions to protect
you from further injury.
Example: In some cases, you and the supervisor fill out a “Description of Employee’s Job Duties” on
form RU-91. The doctor reviews the form to determine whether you will be able to go back to your
old job and working conditions.
Can I return to work even if I don’t fully recover?
It depends on whether your employer can offer you a suitable job. If not, you may be eligible for other
benefits.
What if You Were Injured in 2004 or Later?
New laws provide for supplemental job displacement benefits for eligible workers injured in 2004 or later.
These replace vocational rehabilitation benefits. You will receive this information from the Claims
Administrator.
What if CSULA Offers You Work?
If your supervisor can offer you work, the claims administrator shall send you an “Offer of Modified or
Alternative Work” on a state DWC form.
The offer could involve one of the following:
1. Modified work. This is your old job with changes that meet the doctor’s work restrictions. (Note: This
definition of “modified work” is different from the one for workers injured before 2004.)
Examples: Changing certain tasks, reducing time on certain tasks, changing the workstation,
providing helpful equipment.
2. Alternative work. This is work that is different from your old job and meets the doctor’s work restrictions.
What if Your Employer Doesn’t Offer You Work?
If your employer does not offer you modified or alternative work and you do not return to work for your
employer within 60 days after the final temporary disability (TD) payment, the claims administrator must
offer you a supplemental job displacement benefit.
What if You Were Injured Prior to 2004?

Workers who were injured before 2004 may be eligible for vocational rehabilitation benefits, if the employer
does not offer suitable work.
My supervisor will not offer or assign me the kind of work that I want. What can I do?
In some cases, the work assigned or offered to you may not be exactly what you want, or your supervisor
may not offer you any work at all. A supervisor, however, is not required to offer you a job that you want.
For example, there may not be any jobs you want that meet the doctor’s work restrictions, or your
supervisor’s decision may be justified by business realities.
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Workers’ Compensation Benefits
Temporary Disability Benefits
The State offers various types of temporary disability benefit programs under workers' compensation:
Temporary Disability, Industrial Disability Leave, with or without supplementation.
Before benefits start, most disabled employees will serve a waiting period of three calendar days. The
waiting period need not be consecutive days. The waiting period is waived if the employee is hospitalized,
if the injury was caused by a criminal act of violence, if the employee is disabled more than 14 calendar
days.
TEMPORARY DISABILITY (TD) payments start on the fourth day of approved absence from work due to
a work-related injury. TD is based on two-thirds of gross pay at the time of injury. The law allows State
employees to supplement TD payments with accrued leave credits up to the amount of their full pay.
INDUSTRIAL DISABILITY LEAVE (IDL) payments are available only to active members of the
California Public Employees’ Retirement System (Cal PERS) or the California State Teachers' Retirement
System (Cal STRS). This benefit is a salary continuation program that is significantly better than the
standard TD benefit. IDL is available to employees for 52 weeks within a two-year period from the first day
of disability. IDL payments are based on the employee's full net pay for the first 22 working days of
disability and after that are calculated at two-thirds of the employee's gross pay. Employees can supplement
IDL payments with accrued leave credits up to the amount of their approximate full net pay.
The Workers’ Compensation Coordinator will provide detailed benefit information to the injured employee.
Permanent Disability Benefits
A qualified medical examiner will write a “permanent and stationary” report when the condition of an
injured employee has stabilized and is not expected to get better or worse. The report will describe the
lasting effect, if any, of the injury or illness. Permanent Disability (PD) is the term used to describe any
lasting effects of the industrial injury. Benefits are set by law and are not reduced by other income, even if
the injured employee returns to work. PD payments may not be supplemented with leave credits.

The Disability Evaluation Unit of the Division of Workers' Compensation will determine the amount of any
permanent disability rating.
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Employee Responsibilities
Under the general direction of the manager/supervisor, employees will:
o Participate in achieving safety goals.
o Attend safety training and safety briefings provided by the department/university.
o Understand and comply with all safety rules and regulations.
o Report all injuries and accidents to the supervisor immediately.
o Complete employee’s report of injury/illness form.
o Perform all activities using the proper tools, personal protective equipment and safety devices.
o Recognize potential safety hazards and report them to the supervisor.
o Identify possible safety hazards associated with the work, and contribute to any possible corrective
action(s).
o Keep supervisors informed of any limitations that interfere with safe performance of assigned
work.
o Maintain contact with your supervisor if you are off work due to an injury.
o Cooperate with the doctor and other medical providers (e.g. physical therapist), Workers’
Compensation Coordinator, and supervisor in returning to work as soon as medically feasible.

Chapter 7
FORMS:

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Human Resources Management

EMPLOYEE’S REPORT OF OCCUPATIONAL
INJURY OR ILLNESS
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

1. Notify your immediate supervisor as soon as possible of any injury/illness sustained during the course of your work with Cal State L.A.
2. Obtain medical care from
-

Cal State L.A. Student Health Center; or
Concentra or
Your personal physician (authorized only if you have submitted a Designation of Physician form to Human Resources Management
Before your Date of Injury).

3. Within one working day, complete and return to your immediate supervisor:
- Employee's Report of Occupational Injury/Illness
4. Continue with medical treatment as prescribed by the treating medical provider. After each medical visit, submit a copy of your medical
status
documents to:
- Your immediate supervisor, and
- Human Resources Management
Upon receipt of the appropriate forms, Human Resources Management will coordinate the claim processing with the University's insurance
provider, the employing department, the medical provider and the employee. Should you require further assistance with this form,
please contact your Workers' Compensation Coordinator at extension 3657.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Part A - PERSONAL INFORMATION
Name of injured:_______________________________

Social Security Number: _____________________________

Home Address (Number and Street, City,
Zip):________________________________________________________________________________
Home Phone Number: ____________________________________ Birth Date: __________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Part B – EMPLOYMENT STATUS
Classification:______________________________________

Department: _________________________________

Supervisor:__________________________________________________ Hire Date :___________________________

Part C - INJURY/ILLNESS
Date :______________________Time: _____________a.m./p.m.

Date Employee Reported Injury:___________________________________

Witnesses (Names and Telephone Numbers):
1 ______________________________________________

3 ___________________________________________

2 ______________________________________________

4 ___________________________________________

Where did injury/illness occur?___________________________________________________________________________________________
What were you doing when the injury/illness occurred?________________________________________________________________________
How did the injury/illness
occur?_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Describe the nature of the injury/illness.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
Part - C (Continued)
Describe the part(s) of the body injured.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Was another person responsible? ___________Yes: ________ No: If yes
explain.__________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_
Part D - MEDICAL TREATMENT
Where did you receive treatment?
_____CSULA Student Health Center
_____Concentra
_____Hospital: Name and Address _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________ __________________
_____Declined Medical Care
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Part E - RETURN TO WORK
Did you lose at least one (1) full day of work after the date of injury/illness?
Did you return to work?

___________Yes ___________No

Yes (returned to work on___________________________)

What type of work did you return to:

_______ Regular

___________No

______ Modified

If you were unable to perform full duty, what type of temporary-modified work was made available to you? ___________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
My supervisor arranged temporary-modified work for______________ day(s) beginning on _______________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Part F - ACCIDENT PREVENTION
Describe the work place and conditions which may have contributed to the injury/illness and safety devices present: ____________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
What recommendations would you suggest which may correct the condition(s) and/or prevent future injuries/illnesses of this type?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Additional Comments: _______________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Employee's Signature: ______________________________________________________

Date: ___________________________

Position Title: _____________________________________________________________

Extension: _________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
HRM/EEREPT (REV 02/08)

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, LOS ANGELES

Employee Pre-designation of Personal Physician
The California Labor Code grants an employee, who has sustained an occupational injury or illness the right to
medical care. Labor Code Section 4600 permits the employee, the right to be treated by a “personal physician” if the
physician is designated prior to the injury or illness. A Personal Physician must meet all of the following conditions:
1. The physician is your regular physician licensed as an M.D. or D.O.
2. The physician is your primary care physician who has limited his or her practice of medicine to
general practice or who is a board-certified or board-eligible internist, pediatrician, obstetriciangynecologist, or family practitioner, and has previously directed your medical treatment and who
retains your medical records.
3. The physician agrees to be pre-designated.

If you wish to pre-designate a personal physician, please have your physician provide the information requested
below.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
EMPLOYEE: I, _________________________________, request to be treated by my personal physician in case of
an occupation injury or illness occurring during the course of my employment with CSU, Los Angeles.
My personal physician is: _______________________________________________________.
Employee signature: _______________________________ Dept. _______________________.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
PHYSICIAN: The physician is not required to sign this form, however, if the physician or designated employee of the
physician does not sign, other documentation of the physician’s agreement to be pre-designated will be required
pursuant to Title 8, California Code of Regulations, Section 9780.1(a)(3).

If you agree to be the pre-designated personal physician to treat work related injuries sustained by an employee of
California State University, Los Angeles, please provide the following information. This form may be returned to the
employee requesting your acceptance of pre-designation or mailed directly to the office listed below.
I am the employee’s regular or primary care physician and have previously directed his/her medical treatment and I
retain their medical records including medical history. I agree to be the pre-designated personal physician for
______________________________________________.
Employee’s Name
Physician Name:___________________________________ Phone: ____________________
Physician Address:_____________________________________________________________________
Physician Signature:_________________________________ Date:______________________

Please return this form to: CSU, Los Angeles, Attn: Denise Watson-Cross, Human Resources Management, Adm.
606, 5151 State University Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90032-8570
Notice: The University reserves the right to manage an employee’s medical treatment to the extent permitted under
the law as interpreted at the time of injury/illness.
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Contacts?
Workers’ Compensation/Disability Management Coordinator:
Denise Watson-Cross
Phone: (323) 343-3657
Sedgwick CMS:
Phone: (916) 852-2946
Campus Medical Providers:
Student Health Center:
Phone: (323) 343-3301
Concentra Medical Group
Phone: El Monte facility (626) 407-0300
Commerce facility (323) 722-8481
State Division of Workers’ Compensation.
DWC administers workers’ compensation laws and provides information and help to injured workers.
Check the Government Pages at the front of the white pages of a phone book. Look under: State
Government Offices/Industrial Relations. See also the DWC website: www.dir.ca.gov/dwc.
Information & Assistance (I&A).
I&A officers answer questions and help injured workers resolve problems with their claims. Their services
are free. For more information contact them at (213) 576-7389.

Chapter 9
Glossary:
This glossary gives brief explanations of terms that are commonly used in workers’ compensation. These are not
the full legal definitions.
Accepted claim:
A workers’ compensation claim in which the claims administrator agrees that the worker’s injury or illness is
covered by workers’ compensation. Even if a claim is accepted, however, there may be delays or other problems.
Also called “admitted claim.”
Alternative work:
If your treating physician reports that you will never recover completely or be able to return to the same job or
working conditions that you had before you were injured, your employer is permitted to offer you alternative work
instead of a supplemental job displacement benefit or vocational rehabilitation benefits. This is work that is
different from your old job. It must meet your work restrictions, last at least 12 months, pay at least 85% of the
wages and benefits that you were paid at the time of injury.
Appeals Board:
A group of seven commissioners who review and reconsider decisions of workers’ compensation administrative
law judges.
Claim Form (DWC-1):
A form that a worker uses to report a job injury or illness to the employer.
Claims Adjuster:
A person who handles workers’ compensation claims for employers. Most claims administrators work for
insurance companies or other organizations that handle claims for employers. Also called “claims examiner” or
“claims adjuster.”
Cumulative injury:
An injury that was caused by repeated events or repeated exposures at work.

Examples: hurting your wrist from doing the same motion over and over, losing your hearing because of
constant loud noise, etc...
Date of Injury:
If the injury was caused by one event (a specific injury); this is the date of the event. If the injury was caused by
repeated exposures (a cumulative injury), this is the date that the worker knew or should have known that the injury
was caused by work.
Denied claim:
A workers’ compensation claim in which the claims administrator believes that the worker’s injury or illness is not
covered by workers’ compensation, and has notified the worker of this decision.
Description of Employee’s Job Duties (RU-91):
A form that is filled out jointly by the injured worker and the supervisor, to enable the treating physician to
determine whether the worker will be able to return to his or her usual job and working conditions.
Division of Workers’ Compensation (DWC):
A state agency that administers workers’ compensation laws in California and provides information and assistance
to injured workers and others about the workers’ compensation system.
Information & Assistance (I&A) Officer
An employee of the state Division of Workers’ Compensation, who answers questions, assists injured workers,
provides written materials, conducts informational workshops, and holds meetings to informally resolve problems
with claims.
Medical Treatment:
A workers’ compensation benefit, offered to the injured worker, that is “reasonably required to cure or relieve from
the effects of the injury.” Also called “medical care.”
Modified Work:
If your treating physician reports that you will never recover completely or be able to return to the same job or
working conditions that you had before you were injured, CSULA is permitted to offer you a modified job instead
of a supplemental job displacement benefit or vocational rehabilitation benefits if available.
Offer of Modified or Alternative Work (RU-94):

A form that a claims administrator sends to the campus for completion by the supervisor and employee.
Permanent disability (PD) Benefits:
Payments to a worker whose job injury permanently limits the kinds of work the worker can do or the worker’s
ability to earn a living. Permanent partial disability (PPD) benefits are payments to a worker whose ability to
compete in the open labor market or earn a living is reduced.
Personal Physician:
A doctor licensed in California with an M.D. degree (medical doctor) or a D.O. degree (osteopath), who has treated
the injured worker, in the past and maintains his or her medical records.
Pre-designation:
Placing your employer on notice, before getting hurt on the job that you wish to be treated by your personal
physician in case of job injury. This physician must be your primary care physician and must agree to be predesignated. If you pre-designate, you will be allowed to be treated by your personal physician right after injury,
instead of a physician selected by CSULA or Sedgwick CMS.
Regular Work:
Your old job, paying the same wages and benefits as paid at the time of injury.
Specific Injury:
An injury that was caused by one event at work. Examples are: hurting your back in a fall, getting burned by a
chemical that splashes on your skin, getting hurt in a car accident while on University business.
Supplemental Job Displacement Benefit:
A workers’ compensation benefit for injured workers, injured in 2004 or later, who have a permanent partial
disability that prevents them from doing their old job and whose employers do not offer other work. It is in the
form of a voucher that helps pay for educational retraining or skill enhancement, or both, at state-approved or stateaccredited schools. Also called “voucher.”
Temporary Disability (TD) Benefits:
Payments to an injured worker who loses wages because the injury prevents the worker from doing his or her usual
job while recovering. Temporary total disability (TTD) benefits are payments to a worker who cannot work at all
while recovering.
Treating Physician:

The doctor who is responsible for managing the overall care of the injured worker and who writes medical reports
that may affect the worker’s benefits. Also called “primary treating physician (PTP)” or “treating doctor.”
Vocational Rehabilitation:
A workers’ compensation benefit for injured workers, injured before 2004, who are permanently unable to do their
usual job, and whose employer does not offer other work. It includes job placement counseling to help the worker
find another job. It may also include retraining and a vocational rehabilitation maintenance allowance.
Work Restrictions:
A doctor’s description of clear and specific limits on an injured worker’s job tasks, usually designed to protect the
worker from further injury.
Workers’ Compensation Appeals Board (WCAB):
The Appeals Board and workers’ compensation administrative law judges.
Workers’ Compensation Administrative Law Judge:
An employee of the state Division of Workers’ Compensation who makes decisions about disputes and approves
settlements. They hold hearings at Workers’ Compensation Appeals Board (WCAB) offices, and their decisions
may be reviewed and reconsidered by the Appeals Board. Also called “workers’ compensation judge.”

